
  The ruins from the war that occured 25 years ago still exist in Mostar 
giving a strong impression to the city. They may look like an ancient 
historical site or just an old dirty building covered with graphitti. 
  In between these ruins, the ADA center will be built to educate 
young artist and architects. They will not only learn to enhance the 
city in techinical terms but also to learn about their sad past so as not 
to repeat war again.

LEARNING FROM THE RUINS
-Mostar Art Dialogue Architecture Center-
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The ADA center stands in the middle of the ruins where the war 
broke out 25years ago. The students there will learn to co-exist 
with their past throughout the education of art and architec-
ture for the surrounding ruins to seek for eternal peace.
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concept through architecture

connection of public spaces 
creates a common pedestrian path 
from gymnasium through the site 
to youth center

window scape to ruins
reminds both citizen and visitors of a 
need for a remabrance and change 

different views
to ruins

pedestrian path ruin location concept
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elevation - urban scale

West side elevation
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